Lost Kingdom

The Adventures of...
Color of the rainbow is surrounded by many rings that are not very far from the sun. Ringword is spelled the same way, but it is a different color.

Both lava and Ted live on Ringworld.

Volcano where she was stuck in the magma.

Lava because Ted saved her from colors. Ted has a cat, her name is Lava. His skin is made of dye. Ted because people call him Ted. Is an alien.

Allen.
"Saucer! They happened into her gold collar and put on her glass and run errands. I was scared.

Today we need to run errands," Lava responded, "Morning Lava," and she responded, "One day, Lava woke up early and said, "RAPPELLING! Lava loves Lava and Lava loves Lava."
Ted, Peter, Ted, and Lucy continued to chat. "Is that your paper up there?" "No," who seemed shy. Peter the pirate said, "exact and all around until Ted ran into some started chassing it. The paper flew up, something flying through the air and started walking down the street. They got to the ice cream ride. They finally got to town after a very long.
It takes time to search the clues to search a treasure map. Hey dad.
about and they lived there together in a secret underwater kingdom that no one knew about.

They found a gate which led to clue and found another clue: They followed the key to the bottom. Inside there was a box with gold. They found a chest of gold and finally made it to the lake. They swam through the ice dough. The street with chocolate chip cookies.